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Energy and Buildings is an international journal publishing articles with explicit links to energy use in
buildings.The aim is to present new research results, and new proven practice aimed at reducing the energy
needs of a building and improving indoor environment quality.
Energy and Buildings - Journal - Elsevier
2.03 SOURCE QUALITY CONTROL A.All dimming controls shall be 100% function tested at the time of
manufacture. Statistical sampling plan shall not be acceptable.
SPECIFICATION SUBMITTAL - Lutron Electronics
department of the navy. office of the chief of naval operations 2000 navy pentagon washington, dc
20350-2000 in reply refer to opnavinst 5100.23g ch-1
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Daylighting is the practice of placing windows, skylights, other openings, and reflective surfaces so that
sunlight (direct or indirect) can provide effective internal lighting.Particular attention is given to daylighting
while designing a building when the aim is to maximize visual comfort or to reduce energy use.
Daylighting - Wikipedia
Sharpy is a 189W moving beam light with an unprecedented brightness usually achievable only with far
greater wattages. Weighing just 16 kg, Sharpy produces a perfectly parallel, laser-like beam with an
incredible output of 59,760 lx at 20m (5,100 footcandles at 65 ft).
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